A Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis for trace metal assessment of sediments in the Gulf of Paria, Trinidad
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Abstract: The Gulf of Paria is a semi-enclosed shallow basin with increasing coastal development activities along Trinidad’s west coast. Sediments present a host for trace metal pollutants from overlying waters, therefore determination of their content is critical in evaluating and detecting sources of marine pollution. This paper presents a Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis of geochemical assessment for trace metals in coastal sediments of the Gulf of Paria. This GIS approach facilitates interpretation of the spatial relationships among key environmental processes. The GIS development involves the integration of spatial and attribute data pertaining to bathymetry, current systems, topography, rivers, land use/land cover and coastal sediments. It employs spatial interpolation and retrieval operations to analyze the total trace metal concentrations of aluminum, copper and lead in the sediments and the clay-enriched sediments, to determine whether they are related to sediment type or are affected by the discharge from anthropogenic sources. Spatial distribution modeling of element concentrations are produced to indicate contamination plumes from possible anthropogenic sources such as rivers entering the Gulf of Paria, and to reveal potential hot spots and dispersion patterns. A direct spatial correlation between clay-enriched sediments and high concentrations of aluminum and lead is detected, however regions of high concentrations of copper and lead indicate a relationship to anthropogenic sources. The effectiveness of GIS for visualization, spatial query and overlay of geochemical analysis is demonstrated.
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The Gulf of Paria is the focus of increasing urban and industrial development. Past studies have shown that elevated levels of metals (Chang-Yen and Hall 1986) and petroleum residues associated with oil production or refining activities (Agard et al. 1988) exist in sediments located within the vicinity of established industries in the Gulf of Paria. Coastal sediments near to industrial and urban areas are commonly contaminated with heavy metals (Erlenkeuser et al. 1974). This kind of contamination may cause significant damage to sensitive ecosystems, decrease biodiversity, and cause reduction in fishing, tourism and other related economies (Rees and Williams 1996).

Sediments in coastal shallow water (0-100 m) contain historical records of anthropogenic supplied sediment material (Schmidt and Reimers 1991), because ultimately, marine sediments serve as a sink for heavy metals discharged into the aquatic environment (Luoma and Bryan 1981). The concentrations and distributions of trace metals in sediments can play a vital role in detecting pollution sources in aquatic systems (Frostner and Wittman 1979).

Over the past decade environmental geochemical investigations and mapping have been initiated by different countries to improve understanding and awareness of the adverse effects of urbanization and industrialization on the environment. One of the main problems in...
geochemical mapping lies in the difficulty in distinguishing the signals derived from natural sources and those generated due to anthropogenic activities (Selinus and Esbensen 1995). Currently, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are being used successfully for visualization and spatial analysis of geochemical data sampled for this anomaly problem to derive intelligent conclusions (Zhang et al. 1999). Trace metal contents are plotted and interpolated, then overlayed with various pollution and land use datasets for the same region under study for a desktop environmental geochemistry analysis. The critical role of the GIS is in separating the anomalies associated with the natural mineralization process and identifying trace metal characteristics, thus addressing one of the major hindrances to successful geochemical assessments.

The wide use of GIS in environmental modeling and analysis includes: atmospheric; hydrological; land surface and subsurface processes; biological and ecological modeling; and risk and hazard studies (Goodchild et al. 1992). A GIS has capabilities to simulate and analyze spatial patterns of environmental phenomena, such as exploratory investigations of the spatial inter-relationships between datasets during the course of geological research in understanding regional geochemical and geophysical signatures of certain sediment types (Bonham-Carter 1994). GIS is becoming one of the most important tools for studying environmental geochemistry problems (Zhang and Selinus 1998). Various studies have conclusively determined whether observed mineralization is due to natural sources or due to anthropogenic activities with the aid of GIS (Selinus and Esbensen 1995, Kelly et al. 1996, Nasr et al. 1997, Cheng 1999, Zhang et al. 1999, Goncalves et al. 2001, Zhang and Wang 2001).

This paper provides a GIS analysis for trace metal assessment of sediments in the Gulf of Paria. The objective is to establish spatial correlations between clay sediment distributions and total trace metal concentrations of aluminum (Al), copper (Cu) and lead (Pb). Further, it determines whether observed anomaly is due to natural geology (sediment grain size) or is affected by the discharge from anthropogenic sources.

**Trace Metal Transport**

Trace metals are introduced into the environment from both natural and anthropogenic sources (Presley 1997). River input is the dominant source of trace elements to the near-shore marine environment. However, in specific locales, rainfall and particulate fallout may also be important sources. They are transported in the dissolved fractions as hydrated ions, inorganic ion pairs and complexed with dissolved organic matter. In the particulate fraction they are transported by: precipitation on clay sediment surfaces and detrital particles; adsorption on clay minerals and hydrous oxides of iron and manganese; co-precipitation with iron and manganese in hydrous oxide coatings of detrital particles; bound within organic particulates and bound within the crystalline lattice of sediments (Troup and Bricker 1975).

Trace metal content is determined by the granulometric composition of sediments (Szefer et al. 1995, Naidu et al. 1997, Presely 1997). Trace metals tend to be concentrated on fine-grained clay enriched sediments (Moussa 1983, Ridgway and Stevenson 1996). Fine grain-size sediments are expected to be richer in trace metals than coarse grain-size sediments (Horne 1969, Harris et al. 1975, Presely 1997). Co-precipitation and absorption are responsible for removing trace elements from seawater (Krauskopf 1956). The smaller the particles are, the greater the surface area, the more absorption, and the greater the concentration of absorbing trace elements, hence, the finer sediments are expected to be richer in trace elements than the coarser near-shore materials (Horne 1969).

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Study Area**

The study site is located in the Gulf of Paria, a semi-enclosed shallow basin, situated
on the continental shelf of South America, between longitude 61° and 62° W and latitude 10° and 11° N. The study area is 206 336 ha with a shoreline length of 171 km. Its average depth is 20 m, with a central depression of approximately 30 m connecting the Serpent’s Mouth in the south with the Bocas del Dragon in the north, where the depth abruptly exceeds 250 m. The Gulf of Paria is affected by the discharge of eleven major rivers: Diego Martin, Maraval, St. Ann’s, Caroni, Couva, Caparo, Guaracara, Cipero, Godineau, Guapo and Cap-de-Ville Rivers.

Data and Data Availability

The GIS database is comprised of data organized into data layers from disparate sources of commensurate accuracy suitable for trace metal pollution analysis. The data layers provide topographic, land use/land cover, bathymetric, bottom currents, station coordinates and geochemical data for the study area. All the spatial data are registered to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM), Zone 20 projection coordinate system, based on the Trinidad Naparima 1955 datum. The geographic extents of the GIS spatial database are defined by the following upper left and lower right Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates: (600492E, 1190063N) and (696803E and 1110662N), respectively. Topography provides suitable base mapping and represents the geographic framework and the physical features such as main towns, rivers, land use/land cover and western coastline of Trinidad. These features are digitized from the 1:25 000 1978 Topographic Map Sheets [series: E804 (D.O.S. 316/1)] of Trinidad, produced by the Director of Surveys. Bathymetry and current data are required for understanding the sediment environmental settings. The tidal and wave-generated currents play a major role in mixing and transporting contaminants introduced into the coastal environment (Ridgway and Stevenson 1996). The bathymetry describes the topographic relief of the sea bottom and has been captured as depth points, digitized from the 1:1 000 000 Gulf of Paria Chart 384, produced in 1966 by Admiralty Charts and Publications. Bottom current data for the 1998 wet season are obtained by the Hydrography and Circulation study in the Gulf of Paria conducted by the Institute of Marine Affairs (IMA) (A. Rao, unpublished.). Hydrometric boundaries are digitized from the 1:150 000 Water Resources Agency (WRA) map. Figure 1 depicts topographic, bathymetric and hydrographic data for the study area.

Geochemical data generated from surficial sediment samples collected in July and November 1998 from thirty-seven coordinated stations, have been sourced from the Sediment study in the Gulf of Paria study conducted by the Institute of Marine Affairs (IMA) (M.S. Raj, unpublished). Attribute tables of sediment texture data (silt, clay and sand percentages) and total trace metal concentrations of aluminum (Al), copper (Cu) and lead (Pb) have been included in the GIS. The geochemical data are represented as discrete points in the GIS database hence, data processing and spatial interpolation analysis have been performed using with ARC View 3.2 GIS application and ARC View Spatial Analyst extension software, developed by the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI).

GIS manipulations and analysis

The analytical problem being addressed is to investigate the spatial distribution of total trace metal concentration of Al, Cu and Pb in sediments and clay sediments and to detect spatial correspondence between high trace metal content and clay-enriched sediments; in order to determine whether the presence of the trace metals depends on sediment size or are affected by anthropogenic sources. The GIS provides various tools for data integration, spatial interpolation and retrieval operations through the geometric and attribute components of the geographical entities contained in the GIS developed. The GIS manipulations and distribution modeling employed are illustrated in the cartographic model, which formulates the
logical sequence of geographical information processing steps and the data needed to solve the analytical problem, where operations are repeated for each trace metal (Fig. 2).

Spatial interpolation is employed to estimate attribute values at unsampled sites based on data measured at sample stations within the study area. Interpolated values for the bathymetry, Al, Cu, Pb and clay data are utilized to generate surface distribution models. The Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) interpolation technique is utilized to form the bathymetric data interpolation (Fig. 1). This interpolator is typical for data points located in a regular grid pattern similar to the bathymetric data points. The IDW technique assigns a distance weighing to the data points, such that the influence of one point relative to another declines with distance from the new point (Hu 1995). A fine mesh is laid over the points and a value is interpolated for each cell using the inverse distance squared between the cell locations and the measurement location as a weight for each measurement. It assumes that each point has a local influence that diminishes with distance (Burrough and McDonnell 1997). The result is that an almost equal weight is assigned to each of the data points when they are arranged in a regular grid, depicted in this application.

The Spline interpolation function is employed to interpolate the geochemical data. It is based on a piece-wise polynomial defined on contiguous segments. It is akin to the flexible ruler used to produce a smooth curve when joining a set of points (Burrough and McDonnell 1997). An edit mask is created to set the extent and cell size properties of analysis and the tension interpolation type is selected to avoid unwanted interpolation and minimize overshoots in the estimated values.

Map query is a GIS Boolean capability employed to retrieve information based on the attribute component of the clay, Cu and Pb distribution models. Selection criteria are specified to identify: (1) areas of clay-enriched sediments or sediments with more than 20\% clay content, (2) areas of sediments with high concentrations of Cu or above 18.7 μg g\(^{-1}\) and
(3) areas of sediments with high concentrations of Pb or above 30.2 µg g⁻¹. The specifications for high Cu and high Pb are expected to be above the Interim Sediment Quality Guideline (ISQG) values for the protection of aquatic life, 18.7 mg kg⁻¹ and 30.2 mg kg⁻¹, respectively (Anonymous 1999). The ISQG values refer to the total concentrations of the trace metals in surficial sediments. They are recognized threshold effect levels indicative of potential toxicological concern. No threshold values are available for Al. The criterion for clay-enriched sediments are appropriate for this study since the sediments in the Gulf of Paria are primarily composed of silt mixtures according to the Shepard (1954) scheme of sediment classification.

RESULTS

The distribution of clay in the sediments in the Gulf of Paria produces a central area of high clay percentages that extends towards the Trinidad mainland, up to 25 km away from the coast in the region extending from the Caparo River to the Couva River (Fig. 3). A decrease in the clay content is seen towards the north and south, paralleled by a shift in the sediment texture from silt to sand. The sediment texture at the river mouths is silt with three exceptions, at the Cap de Ville River where it is sandy silt, the Guapo River where it is silty sand, and the Maraval River where it is sand. The GIS spatial selection function is used to identify clay-enriched sediments. This query results in sediments of a clayey silt texture, containing a maximum of 31% clay content.

The general spatial pattern of Al concentrations (Fig. 4) closely resembles the distribution pattern seen in the clay distribution model (Fig. 3). Elevated Al concentrations exist over a large region located in three regions: 1) center of the study area, 2) over a small region in the north between the Trinidad mainland, Monos and Gaspar Grande Islands and 3) along the coast from Claxton Bay to St. Mary’s at the mouths of the Guaracara, Cipero and Godineau Rivers.

The distribution model for Cu concentrations (Fig. 5) exhibits an irregular pattern. Two regions of high Cu concentrations above 18.7 mg kg⁻¹ are identified along the coast: in the vicinity of Port of Spain, at the mouths of the Diego Martin, Maraval, St. Ann’s and Caroni Rivers; and at the mouths of the Guaracara, Cipero and Godineau Rivers, from St. Mary’s to Claxton Bay). The highest concentration of 51.6 µg g⁻¹ is indicated at the mouth of the Guaracara River.

The distribution model for Pb (Fig. 6) shows the existence of Pb concentrations ranging from 20-40 µg g⁻¹ throughout most of the study area. High concentrations of Pb above 30.2 mg kg⁻¹ are indicated throughout most of the study area. High concentrations are also identified along the coastline of the Western Peninsular, the Central West Coast, about the Cedros Peninsula near San Fernando, and from Claxton Bay to St. Mary’s where the Guaracara, Cipero and Godineau rivers discharge.

High Pb concentrations and elevated Al concentrations coexist over a large region located in the centre of the study area, a small region in the north between the Trinidad mainland and Monos and Gaspar Grande Islands and along the coast from Claxton Bay to St. Mary’s at the mouths of the Guaracara, Cipero and Godineau Rivers. Elevated concentrations of all three trace metals (Al, Cu and Pb) occur at the mouths of the Guaracara, Cipero and Godineau Rivers.
Fig. 3. Distribution of sampling stations and clay in surficial sediments of the Gulf of Paria, Trinidad.

Fig. 4. Distribution of Aluminum in surficial sediments of the Gulf of Paria, Trinidad.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Copper (ppm)</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Distribution of Copper in surficial sediments of the Gulf of Paria, Trinidad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Pb (ppm)</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Distribution of Lead in surficial sediments of the Gulf of Paria, Trinidad.
DISCUSSION

Relationship between clay-enriched sediments and high Copper concentrations

Sediments with high Cu concentrations in the region of clay-enriched sediments are illustrated in Fig. 7. A direct spatial correspondence between clay-enriched sediments and high Cu does not occur in the study area. Hence, it can be inferred that the presence of high Cu values are not caused by absorption on the clay-enriched sediments. However, the existence of high Cu concentrations in areas of silt and sandy sediments presents an anomaly, because of the fact that trace metals are associated with finer muddy sized sediments, such as clay and silt (Moussa 1983). Since the high concentration is not related to the grain-size, mineralogy and chemistry of the sediments, the anomaly is related to the effect of discharge from land sources transported by nearby rivers. Potential anthropogenic sources existing in the region of high Cu concentration include: (1) oil exploration, production and refining activities near to the Guaracara River; (2) corrosion of brass and copper pipelines possibly related to oil production activities near to the Godineau River; (3) industrial estates located in the Diego Martin and Port of Spain areas; (4) copper-based fungicide and pesticides from agricultural activities discharging from the Caroni River; and (5) sewage treatment plant effluents and runoff from urbanization.

Relationship between sediment types and high Lead concentrations

Sediments with high Pb (above 30.2 mg kg⁻¹) concentrations are overlain with the
region of clay-enriched sediments and show a direct spatial correspondence between high Pb concentrations and clay-enriched sediments is observed (Fig. 8). This implies that absorption of Pb on the clay-enriched sediments have occurred and is logically acceptable due to the natural absorption. However, an area of approximately 3906 ha of sediments with Pb concentrations just below the ISQG value of 30.2 mg kg⁻¹ is noticed within the clay-enriched sediment region is noticed.

There are several regions where high Pb concentrations exist in the absence of clay-enriched sediments. Large regions identified in the offshore regions are possibly due to the transporting of anthropogenic supplied trace metals by the current system or oil exploration activities in that area. These are identified along the coast where the sediments are of silt and sand textures, which are coarse and tend to contain lower concentrations of trace metals than muddy regions. This suggests that the presence of high concentration of Pb in these regions is a result of discharge into the sea by rivers and runoff from anthropogenic sources. Potential sources of Pb are numerous including: lead-zinc batteries; chemical manufacturing; gasoline additives; construction materials; dyes and coatings; plastics; paints; medicine; cables; piping and roofing materials. These sources are particularly concentrated in the areas of high Pb: several marinas along the western peninsula, dense urbanization, port and harbour activities in Port of Spain, intensive agriculture practiced in the Central West Coast region and oil-refining activities conducted in the Cedros Peninsular.

Fig. 8. Clay-Enriched and High Lead (above 30.2 mg kg⁻¹) surficial sediments of the Gulf of Paria, Trinidad.
Relationship between clay-enriched sediments and elevated Al concentrations

The spatial variation of Al concentrations and clay-enriched sediments are displayed in Fig. 9. The largest area of elevated Al concentration corresponds with the highest levels of Al and the clay-enriched sediment region. This result shows a direct spatial correspondence between Al and clay-enriched sediments suggesting that Al is associated with clay sediments. This result is in accordance with basic mineralogy that Al is a constituent of clay minerals and is concentrated in fine sized sediments (Naidu et al. 1997) occurring in this region.

Direct spatial correspondence was determined between Al and some Pb and clay-enriched sediments in the Gulf of Paria, in accordance with grain size, mineralogy and chemistry of sediments. Areas of sediments with high concentrations of both Cu and Pb in the absence of clay-enriched sediments were identified, indicating the significance of anthropogenic sources of trace metals in contaminating the water and sediments. The expected spatial correspondence between high Cu and Pb and clay-enriched sediments is absent in these regions. This indicates that the spatial distributions of the Cu and Pb are dependent on the human impact and not on sediment type. Possible anthropogenic sources can only be inferred but is useful for guiding future site specific investigations, contamination testing and trace metal fate transport tracking.

The power of GIS in overcoming the geochemical anomaly separation problem was demonstrated. GIS distribution modeling and spatial overlays of clay content and trace metal concentrations in the sediments produced...
enhanced visualization and a readily interpretable presentation of the data for identifying possible anthropogenic sources of the trace metals. In addition the GIS facilitated the synthesis of disparate data pertaining to the area of concern, determining the spatial extent of contamination and visualization of the possible causative factors considered in trace metal assessment studies. This GIS application is important in transcending the limitations in manual methods of spatial analysis for separating the anomalies associated with mineralization due to regional geochemical processes from anthropogenic sources.
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